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Abstract: Since the 18th National Congress of the Party, under the leadership of the Party Central Committee with Xi Jinping as the core, the development of our country has entered a new era in an all-round way. The new era needs our new party members to pay for it, but also needs to adhere to the party's principles and policies at all times. For the party organizations at all levels, we have entered a new era, have a new sense of mission, and need young party members to have new achievements and new responsibilities. On the party's revolution, red culture, in the process of continuous development, the education of young party members should also be constantly strengthened.

1. Introduction

It is precisely because of the glorious course of our Party Correct leadership, one Generation of young party members sacrifice and dedication, talent Made us China's glory. From the establishment of the Party in the special period, in the sense of responsibility and mission driven by continuous inheritance and progress. Now that we are entering a new era, we will discover the slogan of "never forget the original ideals and aspirations, remember the mission ". Now The young party members caught up Our beautiful A new era, Working hard Put yourself into the realization of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation Chinese Dream In time, do it live up to one's mission Young Party members Need and should Take on the historical responsibility, be the dreamer of the new era.

2. The Connotation of Red Culture

In general, red culture refers to red film and television drama, revolutionary literature and other red literary works. However, red culture in the period of new democracy and socialist revolution and socialism and its connotation of communist ideals, beliefs, morality, value. The red culture is in our country Revolutionary war years, by Advanced patriots, China Communists, and Created by the
masses One kind Advanced culture, with its weight Intension, also implication Containing More Rich revolutionary spirit[1]. Red color culture is an important resource, which includes not only material culture but also so-called immaterial culture. What makes it different from other cultures is that red is the positive meaning of enthusiasm, authority, courage and Chinese revolution.

For the red culture, except World Socialist Movement Development Process, spirit and Material power Reached heights[2]. Or under the leadership of the Communist Party of China, promote national liberation, socialist modernization of China to carry out independent construction of the concept of consciousness. Red culture can also be called an important resource. This kind of resource includes the material culture of the revolutionary historical memorial place such as the ruins, but also the immaterial culture such as the Long March spirit and the Jinggangshan spirit. Red Resources At the core, Red Revolution Road To guide, revolutionary culture And bright red Spirit as Run The main line, the spirit and Character events melt into a system. Red culture can be summed up as "people, things, things, soul ", "Man" refers to the more influential heroes and martyrs in the period of the historical revolution;" thing "refers to what these heroes have lived in ruins and used;" matter ", as its name implies, represents the major events that have taken place in the revolutionary activities;" soul" is the red revolutionary spirit embodied in the form of civilization that embodies the socialist, communist direction and the goal. From the point of view of these contents, China's red culture has a cultural evolution process of forming, developing, accumulating, enriching and innovating.

3. The Responsibility and Responsibility of the Young Party Members

At present, the country is gathering strength, together to build Chinese Dream. General Secretary Xi Jinping stressed that Chinese Dream is the people's dream, to let the people share the opportunity to excel in life, dream come true. It is necessary to closely link the personal dream with the Chinese Dream, and realize the Chinese Dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation by making fruitful achievements in their respective posts. Young party members have not experienced gunfire, have not experienced the fight against poverty, and have not experienced the destruction of the country, perhaps they do not have the same understanding of faith, ideals, responsibility as their predecessors, but will often encounter all kinds of growing up trouble. At this moment, the correct faith, the firm ideal, the high moral character, is still the foundation which the young party members must build firmly. As young party members, we have the duty to integrate the red culture in the process of learning, constantly learn the spirit of the red revolution, understand the events of the red revolution, visit the old site of the revolution to study, and experience the spirit of the heroes in the revolutionary period. Young Party members need to integrate the red revolution culture in the process of learning, and deeply understand the historical significance brought by the red culture. Red culture is an indispensable part of our country's development journey. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate the red culture into the study and education of the young party members.
4. The Value of Red Culture in the Education of Young Party Members

4.1. Historical Confirmation.

Red Culture The history of "no Communist Party, no New China" Full witness. In modern China, the whole country was destitute and the Chinese people suffered. To save the country, countless revolutionaries bled to death, but the tragic fate of the Chinese people has not fundamentally changed. Is the Communist Party of China To him Historical responsibility bear bravely for The liberation of the Chinese nation Hard work. Youth Party members will always pass on our red culture. Promoting Red Culture Not only to consolidate the status of the party, but also to let the young party members have a better understanding of the red culture and feelings. Inheriting the Red Culture and Interpreting the Revolution The history, the red culture to the young party member in the history confirmation value manifests.

4.2. Value of Civilization Embodiment.

During the education of young party members, the red culture The role of integration is as follows: first, the red culture is the core of the development of Marxist Sinicization theory. In the course of the Chinese revolution, the Communist Party of China has worked hard and unremittingly to form Mao Zedong thought, and in this advanced cultural and ideological guidance, our Chinese revolution is constantly moving towards victory. The culture of the Chinese nation has a long history for five thousand years, and not only many traditional cultures have emerged, but also many red cultures. The existence of these red cultures is also a record of Chinese history. Red culture inherits historical civilization. Since the founding of New China, more and more red culture is well known to us, Chinese civilization keeps pace with the times, and red culture is moving closer to our life step by step. Mao Zedong's thought, Deng Xiaoping's theory these outstanding Chinese thought has made the great contribution to our country's development, also is our country civilization inheritance important culture. In the course of history, the outstanding spiritual culture, such as the spirit of Jinggangshan and the spirit of the May 4th Movement, also emerged, is the outstanding civilization that China has to pass on for thousands of years. It is also the driving force that inspires the young party members to strive and work hard. set a good example for the future development of the young party members. In the education of young party members, Red Culture Effective integration, yes Inheritance It is also important for the new National Spirit Breeding Real needs[3].

4.3. The Value of Political Education

Red culture is the representative of lofty ideological realm, but also reflects the great moral sentiment of revolution. The positive dissemination of red culture is not only conducive to the inheritance of our revolutionary culture, but also a potential education for the whole Chinese communist party to keep the red culture in mind and keep in mind the great historical red culture.
revolution. The political ideas and resources of the red culture are very rich, and those of the older generation have passed down the revolutionary ruins, the product of historical civilization. Revolutionary political culture, freshly told young party members, in these great achievements under the diversity of red culture, as well as the older generation of love for the motherland, so that young party members in the fun of moisturizing all things quietly nurtured. People are now living better and better, often visiting the red scenic spots. This is also a way of inheriting the red culture passed down in our country. Not only keep in mind, but also have a deeper understanding and understanding of history. People can truly feel the beauty of China's great rivers and mountains during the tour of the red ruins. In those areas of revolutionary sites, there are many stories of human history waiting for people to explore and learn. Young Party members can hold more extracurricular visits to the field to experience the material life of the revolutionary period and experience the great revolution left by the Chinese nation. You can also deeply understand the hardships of people's life in the past. Thus Can be the majority of young party members Receive the baptism of red culture Create conditions, young party members in the education of the red culture will also bring the value of political education.

5. Conclusion

As a young Party member, we need to integrate into our red culture in the process of learning. In our country, the red culture is extensive and profound, and the connotation is rich. Inheriting and exploring the spiritual connotation of Chinese red culture is of great practical value to guide the healthy development of contemporary youth culture. Carrying forward the red culture vigorously is the leadership of the study of the contemporary young party members. These red cultures are vivid teaching materials for the excellent ideological and moral quality of our country, and embody the value of history, civilization and politics in the education of the young party members. As a part of our study, young party members will play a great role in the promotion and inheritance of our red culture and the sustained and vigorous development of the party. So young party members should always take the red culture as the content of study. Red culture should also be integrated into the education of young party members.
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